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PURPOSE

Rural definitions used in statute and policy define populations and geographies to direct resources for health care service delivery to underserved peoples. But recent events, including re-tooling of U.S. Census data and shifts in the U.S. economy, have contributed to growing concern about the continued application of historic approaches to defining rural. This paper identifies key questions to ask when creating, modifying, or using a definition; outlines important aspects of framing a rural definition; gives a brief overview of rural definitions currently in use by U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) programs; and discusses options for creating rural definitions that meet program needs. It updates the Panel's 2007 paper on this subject “Choosing Rural Definitions: Implications for Health Policy”.

Definitions of rural are often specific to particular policies and programs, but in general they must be data-driven, based on a relevant framework, align with a heuristic sense of what is rural, use consistent methodology over time, and be timely. Challenges in meeting those criteria include questions of reliability and validity of data, ability to access precise geographic data, and the impact of changes in population mobility and economic activity on rural definitions.

KEY QUESTIONS

Evaluating the definition of rural requires answering three fundamental questions. Each will be discussed in detail below.

1. Why is there a need to reconsider rural definitions?
2. What principles should drive rural definitions?
3. What are contemporary implementation challenges of changing the rural definition for rural health programs and policies?

1. Why is there a need to reconsider rural definitions?

Obtaining reliable counts, or estimates, of rural populations and their characteristics is inherently challenging. The Census Bureau recognizes that remote and rural populations are challenging to count, in part because these populations are widely dispersed and frequently lack traditional addresses, which can lead to undercounting. In addition, the Census Bureau increasingly relies on data collected through sampling techniques (as opposed to a complete “census”); and, data collected in rural locations typically produce smaller samples than those in more populous geographies. As a result, the margin of error in population estimates will likely be larger for rural areas.

For nearly 70 years (since the introduction of “metropolitan areas” by the Bureau of the Budget [now the Office of Management and Budget]) mainstream approaches to classifying urban/rural have relied on a combination of population counts from the U.S. Census and measures of geographic economic interdependence based on patterns of commuting for work (also obtained from the U.S. Census). But recent changes in the U.S. economy have called into question the practice of using commuting for work as an indicator of geographic interdependence. Following the Great Recession (2007-2009), both metropolitan and nonmetropolitan counties saw significant declines in employment. By the middle of 2019, employment in nonmetropolitan counties was still below pre-recession levels while employment in metropolitan counties was significantly higher than pre-recession levels. Policy makers are concerned that lagging job growth in nonmetropolitan/rural areas may be permanently changing commuting patterns and that longer commuting for employment by rural residents may render commuting less useful as a proxy for access to services.
For example, in Campbell County, Tennessee, the population increased by 0.8 percent between 2005 and 2010, but wage and salary employment (full-time and part-time jobs) declined by 15.0 percent, which affected the percent of local residents commuting to the neighboring urbanized county. People continued to live in the county, but worked elsewhere, which changed the classification of census tracts in the county (using rural-urban commuting areas, [RUCAs]) from rural to urban. But without change in residence, it is unlikely that the need for local healthcare, emergency, and other essential services changed. Commuting is a function of where jobs are located and those patterns change when jobs are lost and created, independent of where services are needed. Campbell County is a single example of a phenomenon occurring in many other counties in the U.S., demonstrating that a different basis for defining rural places in the context of HHS programs is warranted. Between 2010 and 2017 the annual rate of growth in wage and salary employment was 1.8 percent in urban areas, but only 0.5 percent in rural areas. Similarly, the employment-to-population ratio (the number of employed civilians as a percent of the population age 16 and older) was higher in urban areas (60.5 percent) than in rural areas (53.4 percent).

Definitions are the means by which specific places and populations are identified for policy attention. Rural definitions are important because many policies, legislative and regulatory, are intended to benefit rural people and places.

Between 2000 and 2010, the status of 113 counties (5.5 percent of counties designated nonmetropolitan in 2000) changed from nonmetropolitan to metropolitan (based on 2003 and 2013 Urban Influence Code [UIC] designations). But in 30 of those counties, the population actually decreased with losses ranging from less than 1 percent to 38.7 percent. Thirty-eight (38) of the counties changing from nonmetropolitan to metropolitan saw a decline in the number of total active, non-federal MDs.

In addition to conceptual challenges to the assumed relationship between place of employment and use of services, commuting pattern data may not be sufficiently robust to continue making those assessments with high degrees of validity and reliability. Historically, data regarding commuting patterns were collected during the decennial census using the “long form” questionnaire which was administered to a sample (approximately 17 percent) of the population. The sample provided sufficient numbers for reasonable estimates of percent of the workforce commuting across geographic boundaries. But the decennial household census stopped collecting this data after 2000; instead, since 2010 the estimates of commuting patterns have been based on data collected by the Census Bureau’s American Community Survey (ACS). While the ACS is conducted on an ongoing basis and therefore produces more timely data, its approach to sampling differs from that previously used (including a smaller annual sample size) and produces larger margins of error in general. Unfortunately, the margins of error are even larger for smaller geographies, smaller populations, and more rural areas. In order to help protect confidentiality, data for smaller geographies or populations are released only as five-year aggregated estimates. But even after aggregating data across five-years, the ACS only samples “approximately 1-in-9 households nationwide.” A major concern arising from these methodological changes is that estimates for small populations will be highly unstable over time (only partially resolved by aggregating across time).

Policies and programs specifically designed to benefit rural residents can miss their intended goals when using fixed definitions of rural. Fixed definitions with specific thresholds, create a “cliff effect,” in which areas may flip back and forth between rural and urban classification.
due to a few persons changing their commuting patterns. Those changes may be due to economic circumstances that are transient (changing jobs to work in a different area, and then again to work closer to the residence). A county may even become “metropolitan” due to a neighboring county gaining a small number of residents. For example, the city of Grand Island is located in Hall County in central Nebraska. In 2012 the population of Grand Island surpassed 50,000 changing the status of Hall County and the three adjacent counties with high commuting flows into Hall County to metropolitan (two of the three counties actually saw population declines between 2000 and 2010). While the science of counting people is quite precise, the methods used to classify their residence have led to counterintuitive labels due to the use of stagnant geographic building blocks and the creation of binary rural/non-rural eligibility categories from information that exists on a continuum.

A final concern about data resources employed for defining rural arises from the growing concern for individual privacy. The Census Bureau is legally mandated to “not make any publication whereby the data furnished by any particular establishment or individual ... can be identified.” (Title 13 U.S.C. § 9(a)(2)). To meet that requirement, the Census Bureau has long used various disclosure avoidance techniques (methods to disguise data so that specific respondents cannot be identified but results will still be useful). But starting with the 2020 decennial census, the Bureau will start implementing a process known as differential privacy. This new process will add noise (i.e. a percentage of the actual data values will be altered or “perturbed”) to the statistical tables that the Census Bureau reports and thereby enhance their ability to avoid respondent disclosure. The Census Bureau asserts that this approach will give them more precise control over the amount of noise that is added to the tables, but there is general concern that meeting the requirements of differential privacy may render public use data unusable or inaccessible, and the inability to support rural-focused analyses may become a structural limitation of this methodology.

While this discussion for how to define rural has been largely esoteric in nature, the outcomes of these largely academic considerations will have a real human impact. Rural residents have a higher median age, a shorter life expectancy, increased rates of chronic health conditions, and higher rates of poverty than their urban counterparts. To achieve the goals of greater health equity and reduction of disparities, many Federal and State programs focus attention and resources on rural areas and populations, recognizing them as underserved. Congress has established a Rural and Underserved Populations Task Force in the House Ways and Means Committee, the Department of Health and Human Services has identified rural areas as a priority for the Secretary, and rural populations are a priority for a number of agencies including the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality and the National Cancer Institute. Non-government entities are engaged in addressing rural needs, including a Rural Task Force in the American Hospital Association, and a Rural Task Force supported by the Bipartisan Policy Center. Targeting rural areas for special policy considerations is consistent with the goal of reducing disparities as rural areas contend with health service challenges such as unfavorable patient and payer mixes, aging infrastructure, and diminished access to capital. While many policies and programs have been implemented to address rural issues, serious problems remain and in some cases have worsened. Definitions that are more need-focused would better target the rural underserved. Definitions are the means by which specific places and populations are identified for policy attention. Therefore, the consequences of relying on measures and boundaries that seem reasonable in one context, such as population flow to places of work, can have unintended consequences of precluding participation by populations and providers who should logically be the target of programs addressing rural needs.
2. What principles should drive rural definitions?

A number of principles should guide the definition of rural people or places:

- the definition should be data-driven and accurate;
- the definition should be based on a framework relevant to the purpose of the definition;
- the definition should be robust over time, but with the ability to adjust for changes; and
- the result should align closely with a heuristic sense of what is and is not rural (i.e., face validity).

Data-driven approaches to policy decisions are preferred to those simply guided by intuition or personal experience, but there is growing concern about the availability and accuracy of data used for rural definitions. The issues of data reliability and validity outlined above, along with questions of access to data in small areas, are a concern for ensuring that rural definitions are functional and accurate.

Rules for designation of areas such as counties or census tracts as rural should be grounded in a sound conceptual framework that allows them to be tested from different perspectives to ensure accuracy and assess face validity. For example, Christaller’s Central Place Theory was used as the framework to develop UICs. When this theory is applied to the question of access to health services, it assumes that a greater degree of economic interdependence between a rural area and a more populated area corresponds to greater access to, and use of, health services across those areas. Although Central Place Theory (and other theories or frameworks) are frequently based on unrealistic assumptions (e.g., Central Place Theory assumes that populations and resources are uniformly distributed), they still provide useful approaches for thinking about rural and urban areas and their attendant goods and services because they provide a framework against which we can evaluate the reality we observe. Current rural definitions operationalized Central Place Theory’s economic interdependence by using work commuting patterns. Although this approach seemed valid when UICs were developed, current examples cited in this document show that if the theoretical construct is to be retained, it is necessary to change how interdependence is measured.

Rural definitions should be created so as to maintain their robustness over time, yet have the ability to adjust for changes. For example, a 2013 report from the Office of the Secretary at the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) noted that as populations and economies fluctuate over time, and shift across and within states, eligibility criteria for grants and programs warrant a second look. In the 2008 Farm Bill, Congress legislated business development program eligibility criteria based on proximity to urban areas or if the area is deemed to be "rural in character," i.e., face validity. Per the legislation, this determination is made by the Under Secretary for Rural Development. The first and only other time the "rural in character" language was used was in the Housing Act of 1949, where the State Director for Rural Development was given the ability to make this decision.

Mark Shucksmith (Newcastle University) explained at a National Academies of Science workshop in 2016 that rural definitions should pass a face validity or “ground-truthing” evaluation. Because there is no objective definition of rural, issues related to scale, boundaries, and availability of data are can create places with counter-intuitive designations (e.g. the Grand Canyon is classified...
as a metropolitan area). Shucksmith suggested using a mixed-methods approach (i.e. using both quantitative data – such as population counts – and qualitative data such as that derived from interviews or focus groups) to evaluate the validity of rural definitions, bringing together researchers and stakeholders in the community to explore three dimensions of rural areas: localities, representations, and everyday lives. This type of approach would address concerns related to face validity of rural definitions. This concept was recently discussed in an article by Amanda Kool, a lawyer and consultant from Bracken County, Kentucky, who stated, “Regardless of where you fall on any given chart of numbers, let’s acknowledge the shortcomings of those charts and the very real consequences of getting it wrong. And let’s work together toward a better means to capture our nation’s nuanced rural landscape—one that more closely resembles what we see with our own eyes.”

A mixed methods based definition would have the advantage not only of achieving face validity – avoiding “getting it wrong” – but would be much more likely to be robust over time, as it would not rely upon marginal changes in one or two numerical measures causing a binary change in status. It would naturally have the ability to evolve over time as people’s concept of rural character and rural-specific need changed. However, the broad application of mixed methods approaches to this problem has the potential for opening the door to numerous appeals for special consideration by areas at the fringes of geographic areas, both spatially and demographically.

3. What are contemporary implementation challenges of changing the rural definition for rural health programs and policies?

Policy makers considering changes to rural definitions will need to consider the logistics and consequences associated with those changes. Issues to consider include how the change may directly impact programs or policies, provisions for extending or changing eligibility criteria, potential unintended consequences, and allowances for special circumstances.

Eligibility for a rural program can change with fluctuations in population levels and commuting patterns, which may be the product of unequal economic growth in urban and rural places, or as a result of shifts in geographic boundaries. Changing population or geographic boundaries can lead to two competing priorities: maintaining eligibility after an entity no longer qualifies, or tightening rules to prevent growth in the number of eligible entities. It can be difficult to rescind eligibility, even if participation criteria are no longer met. In some circumstances, policy goals may justify grandfathering some or all participants regardless of changes in their designation. Alternatively, periodic re-designation of areas may systematically revoke participation to those whose rural status has changed.

To understand potential unintended consequences of a policy change, the key characteristics of rural people, places, or providers central to the policy objective must be understood.

To understand potential unintended consequences of a policy change, the key characteristics of rural people, places, or providers central to the policy objective must be understood. Some of these characteristics may include location in relation to a larger urban center, travel time to the closest hospital or emergency department, supply or availability of providers, or population density. While seemingly straightforward, these characteristics can become complex when considering the unique and diverse nature of rural areas. Allowances for special circumstances or exceptions for
program eligibility, grant requirements, or policy analysis are important to consider, especially when targeting rural people, places, or providers.

Finally, an ongoing challenge that will likely be exacerbated in the future is the reliability of the component data and the appropriateness of the geographic units and conceptual measures. As described above, privacy concerns will alter the nature of the available microdata and small-area statistics. The geographic building blocks are not always appropriately sized to identify rural places in a manner consistent with face validity. Use of population density or commuting data makes implicit assumptions about rural places that may or may not be consistent with the population’s need for health services. Since the purpose of a definition is to abstract from reality in a relevant, consistent, and useful way, care must be taken to balance competing goals.

FRAMING A DEFINITION

The U.S. economy has evolved from a predominantly agricultural, rural focus to one dominated by urban-based industrial and service sectors. In comparison to America in the early 20th century, when the Census Bureau reported that approximately 50 percent of Americans were rural residents, rural America today is home to only about 19 percent of Americans. The Census Bureau defines “rural” as any population or territory not in an urban area. In 1950 the U.S. Census Bureau expanded the definition of urban—to account for the increase in suburbanization—by including densely populated areas outside the boundaries of large incorporated municipalities. At the same time, federal agencies, including the Bureau of the Budget (later renamed the Office of Management and Budget [OMB]) and the Census Bureau, established the concept of the standard metropolitan area based largely on county geography to delimit “a functional zone of economic and social integration around a central place.” As a result of these changes, the 1950 decennial census was the first to show that most Americans lived in metropolitan counties. The U.S. has seen significant growth in urban/metropolitan areas due to an increase in concentrated population centers, and increased urbanization (primarily to suburban areas). Changes in the definition of urban/metropolitan and an increased shift of the population to urban areas has led to the reclassification of many areas from nonmetropolitan to metropolitan. The classification system instituted in 1950—which was based on urban economies, industries, and services—may be insufficient to meet today’s health policy needs.

Rural is not simply the converse of urban, and the vastly different areas that are labeled rural should not be treated the same. Indeed, rural America has broad diversity of economies, industries, citizens, and needs.

The methods that policymakers use to define rural areas impact program eligibility and availability of resources for communities, and the choice in definition can result in significantly different populations. Based on 2010 Census data, the Census Bureau counts 59.5 million people living in rural areas, but OMB counts only about 46.2 million people living in rural areas. Historically, definitions have been based on several measurable characteristics:

- geographic boundaries based on existing and widely used typologies, i.e., counties, census blocks or tracts, zip codes (zip code tabulation areas);
- population counts (e.g., minimum population to be classified as urban);
- population density; and
- measures of inter-dependence across geographic boundaries – generally commuting patterns related to employment.
Specific rural definitions are constructed using different combinations of these characteristics, and some are referenced in laws or regulations governing eligibility and funding for HHS programs targeted to rural areas or populations. As discussed in this paper, however, these characteristics may not be the most appropriate for identifying rural places or people, especially in the context of HHS programs that focus on access to essential health care services. Further, maintaining meaningful designations of rural places over time, using any set of characteristics, requires the use of data associated with preferred geographic boundaries. Often the choice of how to define rural areas is driven by data availability, resulting in the use of population counts, density measures, and economic factors (e.g., commuting and employment patterns), typically leading to a dichotomous definition: urban or not urban.48,49

While “urban or not urban” is a convenient empirical standard that allows for comparisons across policy arenas, this simple categorization using limited data perspectives can ignore important population and geography characteristics. Rural is not simply the converse of urban, and the vastly different areas that are labeled rural should not be treated the same. Indeed, rural America has broad diversity of economies, industries, citizens, and needs. Population density can vary from densely populated communities of several thousand to sparsely populated and vast geographies. Economic activity varies widely including agriculture, resource extraction, maintaining natural amenities (parks and recreation), tourism, and manufacturing. Definitions for specific programs recognizing the effects of those differences on health care delivery, such as defining areas eligible for assistance securing telehealth services, may vary to accommodate those naturally occurring differences across types of rural places.

Rural areas may be defined in a variety of ways based on different geographic building blocks and theory-based criteria, and may include additional program- or policy-driven criteria. Geographic building blocks represent varying levels of geography and could be by county, ZIP Code Tabulation Area (ZCTA, which is closely aligned with ZIP code), or census tract. Theory-based criteria include economic interdependence (e.g., commuting patterns), distance to an urban area (e.g., road miles), or population characteristics (e.g., population of nearby urban areas). The combined use of geographic measures and theory-based criteria have resulted in a relatively small number of widely-used rural definitions. But the addition of program or policy considerations produces a proliferation of rural designations used within the federal government. A 2013 article in the Washington Post identified 15 different official definitions of the term “rural.”50 Despite variation across the definitions, there are two notable similarities of basic rural definitions. First, rural areas are considered to be those areas that are not urban, which has resulted in a division into urban/rural. Second, rural areas are further described by two dimensions: (1) population size and (2) proximity to an urban area.51 Definitions may be promulgated by statute or otherwise legislatively connected to specific programs, or they may exist independently, not tied to legislation. A more detailed overview of commonly used rural definitions is provided below.

**BRIEF OVERVIEW OF CURRENTLY USED RURAL DEFINITIONS**

Government agencies and policymakers have used a wide array of rural definitions designed to help programs and policies meet their goals. For example, the USDA uses a number of rural definitions to determine program eligibility. Many of those definitions are based on specific population thresholds such as “any place with 20,000 or fewer residents,” with program-specific thresholds ranging from 2,500 to 50,000 residents. Similarly, program-specific standards for establishing rural location are used by the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (population density between 7 and 1,000 people per square mile) and the U.S. Department of Education (any place determined by a state government to be rural).52 This diversity of rural definitions is generally the result of specific language in legislation. In addition, state agencies and policymakers are free to
create their own standards for rural (e.g., the Texas Legislative Council identified over 45 definitions of rural in statute and State agency rules). Finally, many programs consider multiple degrees of rurality. For example, the CMS Ambulance Fee Schedule allows a bonus payment for service that originates in an area within the lowest 25th percentile of all rural areas arrayed by population density. These are known as “super rural areas.”

For Federal purposes, three entities have primarily defined rural areas: the Census Bureau of the U.S. Department of Commerce, the OMB, and the Economic Research Service (ERS) of the USDA. These are the definitions primarily used in the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, particularly by CMS and the Health Resources and Services Administration (including the Federal Office of Rural Health Policy [FORHP]). Rural and urban definitions reflect multidimensional concepts that can sometimes overlap and lead to confusion, and therefore, it is vital to understand how rural areas are defined.

---

Rural and urban definitions reflect multidimensional concepts that can sometimes overlap and lead to confusion, and therefore, it is vital to understand how rural areas are defined.

---

Census Bureau

The Census Bureau defines rural as “any population, housing, or territory not in an urban area.” Therefore, to understand rural according to the Census Bureau, one must first understand how urban is defined. The decennial census began designating urban locations based on population levels in 1880. Today, the same basic definitions established in 1950 are in place to define urban—places with a core of census blocks containing at least 1,000 people per square mile, and adjoining blocks containing at least 500 people per square mile are defined as an urbanized area if their population is 50,000 or more, or an urban cluster (conceptually instituted in 2000) if their population is between 2,500 and 50,000. These places are considered urban, all other census blocks are considered rural. One consequence of this population density approach to classification is that some suburban populations that fail to meet the 500 person density threshold are designated as rural even though they are integrated with urbanized areas or urban clusters (resulting in an overcount in the rural population). There are multiple reasons why an urban area might fail to achieve the necessary population density threshold, including business or retail land use. Starting in 2010, the Census used the National Land Cover Dataset impervious surface layer to better identify nonresidential urban areas. However, it is still conceivable that populations in areas of very low density housing (e.g., ranchettes), or the presence of open spaces such as large parks may not be appropriately attributed to their adjacent urban center. After the 2010 census, there were 3,573 urban areas, of which 486 met the definition of urbanized areas, while 3,087 were considered urban clusters. In 2010 the Census Bureau identifies 19.3 percent of the population living in rural (i.e., not urban) areas.

Office of Management and Budget

The OMB created core-based statistical areas (CBSAs) to refer collectively to metropolitan and micropolitan areas (based on county, or equivalent, boundaries) using Census urbanized areas and urban clusters as the basis of the definitions. Metropolitan statistical areas (MSA) are counties containing at least one urbanized area (population of 50,000 or more) and adjacent counties with a high degree of “social and economic integration with the core as measured by commuting ties.” Micropolitan statistical areas are counties that have at least one urban cluster
with a population of at least 10,000 people and adjacent counties with a high degree of “social and economic integration with the core as measured by commuting ties.” OMB considers counties not part of an MSA as rural – this means that micropolitan counties are considered rural. A 2010 Census Special Report indicated there were 366 metropolitan areas (where 83.7 percent of the population lived, covering 25.8 percent of land area). Among nonmetropolitan areas, there were 576 micropolitan areas (where 10.0 percent of the population lived, covering 20.9 percent of land area) and 6.3 percent of the U.S. population lived outside of CBSAs (covering 53.3 percent of land area).

**Economic Research Service**

In 1975, the ERS created the Rural-Urban Commuting Codes (RUCCs) after publication of the *Social and Economic Characteristics of the Population in Metro and Nonmetro Counties: 1970-1980*. RUCCs (also referred to as Beale Codes) classify counties based on their OMB classification, population, and metropolitan adjacency. Three categories of metropolitan counties are defined based on the population size of the metropolitan area of which they are a part. Nonmetropolitan counties are first classified by urban-size categories and then by adjacency to one or more metropolitan areas. Adjacent nonmetropolitan counties are those that physically adjoin one or more metropolitan areas and in which a minimum of 2 percent of the employed labor force commutes to the central metropolitan county. Those nonmetropolitan counties that do not meet the prior criteria are considered nonadjacent. Following the 2010 census, RUCCs identified 15 percent of Americans living in nonmetropolitan areas.

In an effort to capture variation in economic opportunities across counties, the ERS developed Urban Influence Codes (UICs) in 1996 based on the OMB’s CBSA classification system. Similar to RUCCs, UICs divide counties, county equivalents, and independent cities into groups based on population and adjacency. UICs identify large and small metropolitan counties based on the metropolitan area of which they are a part. Less populous counties (under 50,000 people) are split into micropolitan and noncore counties and further classified based on their adjacency to metropolitan or micropolitan counties. Data from the 2010 decennial census show there were 1,167 metropolitan counties (containing 85 percent of the population) and 1,976 nonmetropolitan counties (15 percent of the population), of which 641 were considered micropolitan (containing 9 percent of the population) and 1,335 were noncore counties (containing 6 percent of the population).

A county-based designation as metropolitan or nonmetropolitan leads to assumptions about the level of rurality of the entire county, which was problematic for large counties that included sparsely populated, open-country areas. In 1992, Goldsmith and colleagues noted that towns and rural areas located in a large metropolitan county are similar to nonmetropolitan counties regarding access to health services. They demonstrated that the Goldsmith Modification would allow for identification of these areas and increased eligibility for inclusion in Federal rural grant programs. The ERS, in partnership with the Washington, Wyoming, Alaska, Montana, Idaho (WWAMI) Rural Health Research Center and the FORHP, developed Rural-Urban Commuting Area (RUCA) codes to measure rurality using demographic and work commuting patterns at the census tract level. According to the FORHP, RUCA codes embody the current Goldsmith Modification. RUCA codes at the census tract level have been supplemented by a ZIP-based version to allow for easier, albeit less precise, application of RUCA codes.

RUCA codes utilize commuting flow information based on tract-to-tract commuting data originally derived from decennial census estimates but most recently from 2006-2010 ACS five-year estimates. RUCA codes divide tracts and/or ZCTAs into 10 categories (3 metropolitan, 3 micropolitan, 3 small town, and 1 rural) based on their population size and primary commuting
Classes of metropolitan, micropolitan, and small town geographies are differentiated based on the level of commuting: commuting within the urbanized area or urban cluster, high commuting (30 percent or more to other cores), and low commuting (10 to 30 percent or more to other cores). In addition to these 10 primary codes, 30 secondary RUCA codes are based on the second-largest commuting flow. The FORHP considers rural census tracts or ZCTAs within metropolitan counties but not designated with a metropolitan RUCA code to be rural. Additionally, there are 132 large area census tracts where RUCAs do not capture distance to services and low population. These large area tracts cover a minimum of 400 square miles and have population density of less than 35 people per square mile; therefore, although these tracts are assigned a metropolitan RUCA, they are considered rural by the FORHP. RUPRI panel analysis of 2010 RUCA data shows that 83.6 percent of the U.S. population lives in metropolitan areas, 8.9 percent in large rural (micropolitan) areas, 4.3 percent in small rural areas, and 3.2 percent in isolated small rural areas. In total, about 16.5 percent of Americans live in rural areas that account for 76 percent of land mass nationally.

### Table 1. Commonly Used Rural-Urban Classifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Geographic Level</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Rural/Nonmetro Population (millions, % of total)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Census Bureau**             | Census block    | **Urbanized Areas**: contiguously built-up area with population>50,000 and at least 1,000 people/sq. mile and adjoining blocks with at least 500 people/sq. mile  
                                |                  | **Urban Clusters**: contiguously built-up area with population 2,500-50,000 and at least 1,000 people/sq. mile and adjoining blocks with at least 500 people/sq. mile  
                                |                  | **Rural**: All other census blocks                                                                                                       | 59.5 (19.3%)<sup>79</sup> |
| **OMB**                      | County          | **Metropolitan**: counties with at least one urbanized area (population≥50,000) and adjacent, economically integrated counties.  
                                |                  | **Micropolitan**: counties with at least one urban cluster (population 10,000-49,999) and adjacent, economically integrated counties. Considered “rural.”  
                                |                  | **Rural**: counties with no urbanized area or cluster and not adjacent to metropolitan or micropolitan county.                           | 46.2 (15.0%)<sup>80</sup> |
| **Rural-Urban Commuting Codes (RUCC)** | County          | **Metropolitan counties**: (3 levels) based on OMB classification, subdivided by population of metropolitan area  
                                |                  | **Nonmetropolitan counties**: (6 levels) based on OMB classification, subdivided by total urban population and adjacency to metropolitan areas | 46.3 (15.0%)<sup>81</sup> |
| **Urban Influence Code (UIC)** | County          | **Metropolitan counties**: (2 levels) based on OMB classification, subdivided by population of metropolitan area  
                                |                  | **Nonmetropolitan counties**: (10 levels) based on OMB micropolitan and non-core classification, subdivided by micropolitan status, adjacency to metropolitan or micro area, and presence of a town≥2,500 people | 46.3 (15.0%)<sup>82</sup> |
| **Rural-Urban Commuting Area (RUCA) Code** | Census tract, ZCTA approximation | Major categories based on populations of urbanized areas/clusters similar to those used by OMB and are then differentiated based on primary (10 levels) and secondary (21 levels) commuting flow. | 50.9 (16.5%)<sup>83</sup> |
| **Office of Rural Health Policy, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services** | Metropolitan cores: (3 primary levels) core area ≥ 50,000 people  
Micropolitan cores: (3 primary levels) core area 10,000-49,999 people. Considered “rural.”  
Small town cores: (3 primary levels) core area 2,500-9,999 people. Considered “rural.”  
Rural area: (1 primary level) | Metropolitan cores: (3 primary levels) core area ≥ 50,000 people  
Micropolitan cores: (3 primary levels) core area 10,000-49,999 people. Considered “rural.”  
Small town cores: (3 primary levels) core area 2,500-9,999 people. Considered “rural.”  
Rural area: (1 primary level) |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Census tract within OMB Metropolitan Counties</td>
<td>All nonmetropolitan counties (OMB-defined) are considered rural. Census tracts with RUCA codes 4-10 inside metropolitan counties are considered rural. Extremely large census tracts (at least 400 square miles) with low population density (35 or fewer people per square mile) and RUCA codes 2-3 inside metropolitan counties are considered rural.</td>
<td>All nonmetropolitan counties (OMB-defined) are considered rural. Census tracts with RUCA codes 4-10 inside metropolitan counties are considered rural. Extremely large census tracts (at least 400 square miles) with low population density (35 or fewer people per square mile) and RUCA codes 2-3 inside metropolitan counties are considered rural.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>½ x ½ kilometer grid cells, aggregated to ZCTAs</td>
<td>Nonmetropolitan areas are categorized into four overlapping FAR levels based on area population, and travel time by car to nearest urban area of varying sizes. FAR 1 is least restrictive and FAR 4 is most restrictive.*</td>
<td>Nonmetropolitan areas are categorized into four overlapping FAR levels based on area population, and travel time by car to nearest urban area of varying sizes. FAR 1 is least restrictive and FAR 4 is most restrictive.*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*FAR codes are not calculated for metropolitan areas.

Adapted from the Economic Research Service workshop: Rationalizing Rural Area Classifications.

In 2012 the ERS, in partnership with (and funded by) the FORHP, created **Frontier and Remote (FAR)** area codes to account for the economic and social challenges of geographically remote areas with low population size. FAR areas are based both on population size and distance (travel time by car) to the closest urbanized area categorized by population size: 2,500-10,000; 10,000-24,999; 25,000-49,999; or 50,000 or more. The 4 levels of FAR codes are intended to reflect availability of high (level 1), intermediate (levels 2 and 3), and low (level 4) order services (e.g., health care, groceries, clothing, and other consumer items). Initially constructed from population counts in ½ x ½ kilometer grid cells, FAR codes have been aggregated to ZCTAs. Data from the 2010 census show that FAR level 1 (the least remote) accounts for 52 percent of the U.S. land mass (12.2 million people; 4 percent of the population), and FAR level 4 (the most remote) encompasses 34 percent of land mass (2.3 million people; 0.75 percent of the population).

---

**OPTIONS FOR DEFINING RURAL PLACES**

There is no single or best definition of rural places and people that serves all purposes. Defining rural should be based on the policy or program purposes and goals. Radical changes in rural definitions can disrupt program continuity and create instability in the research, practice, and policy arenas.

Fundamentally, a rural definition focused on health services should be based on the relationships between where people live and where (and how) health care is delivered. However, population characteristics, job losses and creations, commuting patterns and telecommunication use have all change dramatically in recent years and have likely altered the aforementioned relationships. These changes, and the use of ACS data instead of decennial census data to estimate commuting patterns, creates an opportunity to reconsider how rural is defined for targeted HHS programs. The RURPI Panel recommends that policy makers consider legislative and regulatory definitions of rural that account for demographic change while maintaining focus on programmatic objectives. As new rural
definitions are developed, and current definitions adjusted, the RUPRI Panel further recommends the following suggestions:

- Define rural based on policy or program purposes and goals. Major changes in rural definitions can disrupt program continuity and create instability in research, practice, and policy arenas. Rather, incremental, informed changes to definitions will more likely further the goals of helping rural people and places meet health needs and mitigate potential harms.

- Retain current frameworks for defining rural but consider additional criteria to meet specific program goals and objectives. For example, eligibility for programs designed to meet the needs of rural residents might start with a RUCA code criterion and add program-specific measures of supply or demand to identify a narrower, more appropriate geography.

- Make greater use of the variation available in existing classification systems. RUCA and UIC classifications designate multiple division points along the rural-urban continuum, but many applications of these scales continue to dichotomize locations (i.e., urban or rural). Policies or programs might apply differentially to localities based on their location on the entire scale (e.g., providing incentives to providers in rural areas, but enhancing those incentives for providers practicing in the most rural areas).

- Index rural/urban definition thresholds to population growth to allow the definitions to adapt over time to population changes. As the U.S. population grows, it may be desirable to commensurately adjust, for example, the Census definition for urbanized area (which also informs many of the other classifications, see Table 1). That population threshold (50,000 people) has been used since the 1950's and may no longer be optimal given how the distribution and behaviors of populations has changed. Similarly, commuting thresholds (e.g., currently at 2 percent for RUCCs) could be re-examined to assess their appropriateness given changes in commuting dynamics. As common commuting distances have increased and employment patterns have changed over the years, it may make sense to adjust commuting percentage thresholds.

- Expand FAR code classification for areas that currently fall above the current maximum threshold to allow for the broader application of this classification system. FAR codes (as the name implies) were designed to classify frontier and remote areas and (in their broadest application) classify only 52 percent of U.S. land area and 4.0 percent of the population (see Table 1). Expanding the FAR methodology to include classification of less sparsely populated areas would allow this approach to be more broadly applied to places that are clearly rural in character and circumstance.

- Consider updated measures of interdependence between metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas. Such an approach might employ enhanced commuting information, such as changes in job availability or commuting for higher wages versus equivalent wages. Alternately, other measures of interdependence might be considered, such as retail spending patterns or healthcare seeking behavior.

- Use non-census data sets (e.g., spending and time use, productivity, or employment data sets from the Bureau of Labor Statistics) to better understand and measure economic interconnectedness. Similarly, data on broadband availability and access to transportation services would inform considerations for social isolation and access to
health information and services. However, due to small sample sizes, concerns remain surrounding timeliness of these data and the ability to examine rural areas. The use of big data (extremely large volumes of structured and unstructured digital information) for informing rural definitions is a growing area of interest, but its practical application for work that increasingly operates on a rural-urban continuum requires additional study.88

- Oversample rural populations in Census-based and other federal datasets. Concern about the reliability and validity of the census data used to define rural areas could be mitigated through the use of oversampling techniques. Already used by the Census Bureau to improve understanding of minority and underserved populations in surveys such as the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) or the American Housing Survey (AHS), oversampling (in this case) would mean obtaining data from rural residents at a higher rate than from urban residents. The resulting increased number of cases used to generate population estimates means that margins of error are smaller (for both population counts and for supporting information such as commuting flows) and that demographers can have higher confidence in their rural/urban designations.

This paper has provided the basis for understanding how current definitions were developed, their effects on designating places as rural (and subcategories of rural), and how definitions could be improved. Despite the lack of a single definition for rural people or places that serves all health policy and program purposes, the rural definitions discussed here have helped address policy objectives and political pressures across Federal agencies over decades. However, current policymakers targeting rural populations should consider the limitations of these definitions. Application of any rural definition may have unintended consequences. Consideration of other demographic, economic, or provider characteristics, and input from outside experts, can help moderate those unexpected results. Ultimately, the choice of how to define rural should occur in the context of what is desired or intended to be achieved by the policy or program in order to best meet rural health needs.
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